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Minutes of SPIRIT Advocacy AGM held on Wednesday 11th September 2019
at the Merkinch Community Centre, Inverness

1. Welcome
Jon King opened the meeting with a welcome to Becky Giles and Debbie O’Hara who are
joining the SPIRIT Board of Directors. A welcome was also extended to Ruwan
Uduwerage-Perera, Best Value consultant, who will kindly be reviewing SPIRT as an
organisation, at no cost other than travel and subsistence expenses.

2. Present and Apologies

Present
Jon King, Bill Cook, Lisa Law, Margo Neilly, Alan Bithell, Mairi Hill, Stephen Wiseman,
Michael Beddard, Neil Moody, Rhona Macleod, Helen Byrne, Brian Gordon, Daniel
Palombo, Peter Todd, Margaret Macdonald, Debbie O’Hara, Sarah Eldrid, Ruwan
Uduwerage-Perera, Helena Macleod, Naomi Rogers, Ken Porter, Marina Patience,
Marion MacLennan, Sue Lyons, Joanna Higgs, Rebecca Giles were present at the
meeting

Apologies

Apologies were received from Shelley Davis, Christine Fletcher, Jon Gallon, Boyd
Robertson, Richard Sutherland, Iain Stewart, Chris Evans, Graham Morgan, Lynda
Thomson, Sheilis Mackay, Ruth Macaulay, Daniel Mackenzie-winters, Helen Sekora,
Paulina Duncan and Becca Smit.

3. Minutes of Previous Meeting

The minutes of the previous AGM held on 8th November 2018 were proposed as an
accurate record by Alan Bithell and seconded by Lisa Law.

4. Chairperson’s Report

Jon King presented his report for the year to the meeting, see Appendix A. The report
can also be viewed in full online at - www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk/news

Approved 27th October 2020

http://www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk/news
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5. Treasurer’s Report

Lisa Law welcomed Daniel Palombo, Accountant with Ritsons, to the meeting. Lisa went
on to explain that on an annual basis she, Jon and Marina conduct a budget setting
exercise for the year ahead. Due to our uncertain funding position in this financial year,
this exercise was completed for the 6 months to 30 September 2019. Now that we have
confirmation of NHS funding to 31 March 2020 the remaining six month budget will be
set.

The budget position is discussed each month at the SPIRIT board meetings.

A question was raised from the floor in respect of treatment of any underspends at year
end. Lisa confirmed all underspends are carried forward to the next financial year.

Jon informed the meeting it was encouraging to note that external funders have, in
principle, alluded to a commitment to provide mid-long term funding where match core
funding is awarded. Margo Neilly commented on the hardship which SPIRIT have faced
over recent years owing to the short term contracts for core funding.

Jon also wished to flag the negative impact of these short term contracts not only on
members of HUG and PFH but also staff who have continued to meet the challenge of
operating in circumstances where there has been no long term job security.

Bill Cook commented on the disgrace of the NHS who are meant to be in the position of
looking after members of the public and their seeming disregard to their obligations.

6. Adoption of Annual Accounts

The accounts for financial year 2018-19 were adopted. Proposed by Brian Gordon,
seconded by Bill Cook.

7. Appointment of Accountant for 2019-2020

Ritsons were once again appointed as our Accountants. Proposed by Lisa Law and
seconded by Becky Giles.

8. Changes to Constitution

Two changes to the SPIRT constitution were discussed:

I. The number of board members present at board meetings be reduced from
7 to 5 as being the quorate.
There were 10 votes FOR, 1 vote AGAINST and 0 ABSTENSIONS

II. Where a board member failed to attend 3 consecutive meetings it would be
assumed that they would no longer be on the board of directors and would be
contacted to that effect.
There were 10 votes FOR, 1 vote AGAINST and 0 ABSTENSIONS
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9. Election of Board of Directors

Jon King has resigned his role as SPIRIT chairperson and this has been accepted. A
new chairperson will be appointed at the Board of Directors meeting directly following the
AGM.

Margo Neilly is due to step down at this meeting. Margo confirmed she is happy to be
re-elected and continue for a further term. Shelley Davis, SPEAK representative, has
tendered her resignation and the SPEAK advisory group will elect to replace Shelley.

It was confirmed board members are appointed in one of the following ways – elected by
the respective advisory group (HUG, PFH or SPEAK), invited by the board or proposed
by any member of SPIRIT Advocacy.

Bill Cook took the opportunity to pay tribute to Jon on the huge amount of work he has
carried out behind the scenes steering SPIRIT through difficult times and utilising
contacts built up during his professional career. Jon intimated his thanks for this and
explained how it was his respect for the work of HUG and PFH which influenced him to
take on the chair’s role.

10. AOCB

Mags Macdonald raised her opinion that due to the current operating climate being quite
different it was felt no opportunity for lobbying or representation of members’ views was
available and members are struggling with this. Bill clarified there had been recent work
to represent member’s views – see Crisis Report (view full report online - HUG Report -
Mental Health Crisis). Michael Bedard said he had not seen this report due to no online
access. The essence of the report formed an article in the HUG Spring 2019 bulletin and
printed copies of the report are available from the office.

Sue Lyons highlighted how the NHS had made this contract award process very much a
business process which in turn affects how SPIRIT as an organisation are able to
respond. This is out with the control of staff.

Debbie O’Hara was uncomfortable that members and SPIRIT as an organisation are
unable to take an open and honest approach as the confines of the tender process do
not allow for this. Upon conclusion of the tender process both Bill and Jon referenced
respectively that we would seek a return to an inclusive approach fully highlighting
experiences and views of our members. Further, Jon explained the circumspect
approach to funding allocation and in particular the approach to the advocacy strategy in
Highland all had a bearing on our current method of information representation.

It was generally agreed NHS Highland’s stance across the 3rd sector overall and their
refusal to engage was a top down problem and did not reflect the operational staff on the
ground. Bill went on to say that upon conclusion of the tender process we would provide
comment to NHSH on our experience and the resulting impact.

Brian Gordon raised the point that the work of HUG avoids hospital admissions for some
members and is effectively influencing savings to the NHS.

https://www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk/assets/HUG-Mental-Health-Crisis-Full-Report-March-2019.pdf
https://www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk/assets/HUG-Mental-Health-Crisis-Full-Report-March-2019.pdf
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10. AOCB cont'd:

Sue informed the meeting she had only today returned from a Health & Social Care
event in Glasgow where they are gathering details of lived experience as reflected
throughout Scotland. These in turn will be used in review of the Mental Health Act.
Terms of Reference are being published today for those who wish to take a look and the
aim is for HUG to take this forward with the membership.

Ruwan Uduwage-Perera, Best Value consultant introduced himself and gave a
background of his experience and how his purpose is to review SPIRIT as an
organisation. This will entail him talking to members, staff and board to ascertain what
the organisation wants, what is happening now and how we take that forward. He
confirmed this work will be at no cost to the organisation and his role will be as a
facilitator.

The meeting closed at 7.20pm
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SPIRIT AGM 2018/2019, 11th September 2019

Chairman’s report

Most of you know that I have decided to resign at this AGM from the SPIRIT board. I have been
spending increasing time out of the country and with family, including a 2 year old grandson, on
the other side of the world the time I spend away from the Highlands is set to increase further
such that it is no longer feasible for me to remain on the Board.

As I stand down from the SPIRIT Board after almost 7 years as chair I am reminded that when I
accepted the privilege all those years ago I said that I would commit to the role for three years. I
set that deadline because I think it is healthy to have turnover in any organisation, and because
I wanted to, and was optimistic that I could, steer SPIRIT to a more secure future within that
time limit!

My ambition to get SPIRIT onto a more secure and sustainable course by 2015/2016 was not
an arbitrary timescale. It was informed by what our principle funders (the Health and Social
Care partnership between Highland Council and NHS Highland which came into being in 2012)
had told us about their planning timescale for replacing contracts with organisations like ours,
and the required review and updating of the partnership’s Advocacy Strategy.

Our members and staff who have been around throughout the last 7 years will need no
reminding of the persistent failure of NHS Highland over the last four years until very recently to
evidence that they have any commitment to meeting any of the deadlines they set themselves.

We and other important 3rd sector organisations have repeatedly been faced with; last minute
short term contract extensions, promises that before the next one we will be advised of or
consulted on future arrangements, or simply been left in the dark. Approaches and appeals to
the highest levels of NHS management were either ignored or received equivocal
acknowledgement.

After years of delay by NHS Highland we and other organisations were given less than 28 days,
(straddling 2 public holidays) to demonstrate that we could do everything we have been doing
for the last 8 years, but for a figure of £30,000 per year less than they agreed was necessary
back in 2011! When our submission was a mere 3 hours past the deadline they set it was
excluded. The NHS having failed to find an alternative supplier for collective advocacy is (they
informed us on 16th August) extending our current contract to the end of March 2020, and they
have now re-advertised for the service. We are of course submitting a full bid to that tender by
the deadline, later this month.

Appendix A
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As the lead agency for commissioning advocacy (and for service delivery to our members) the
senior management of NHS Highland showed complete disregard for the principles espoused
in the Scottish Government’s Health and Social Care Delivery Plan and the stated policies of
NHS Highland. I have become frustrated at their apparent ignorance of the principles of co-
production (i.e. that the people who need to use services should be at the heart of the design,
commissioning and evaluation of those services), and their failure to understand and
acknowledge that the people our membership represents may need help and support to
effectively engage in that process, to come forward and express their feelings about, and
experiences of services.

I have at past AGMs expressed my frustration that the way NHS Highland has treated the issue
of funding has made it increasingly difficult for us and other organisations to attract other
funding. I am grateful to The Robertson Trust who have shown faith in us, and without whose
help we could not have taken forward our development of SPEAK. Sadly at a time when the
weakness of health services and social care support to young people who experience poor
mental health has attracted national and international attention, NHS Highland has continuously
resisted our approaches to them for any financial support for SPEAK.

We have been fortunate throughout the period to have had very good working relationships with
many colleagues across the NHS, but sadly the disconnect between; those we work with, those
who have been responsible for monitoring the way we use the resources we get from the NHS,
and their respective managers has been all too obvious. I hope sincerely that the replacement
Chief Executive and Board Chair marks thebeginning of a fundamental change and
improvement in the culture and efficiency of NHS Highland, and especially their regard for the
contribution of the 3rd sector.

And so it is with very mixed feelings that I now resign. I recall with great happiness and
satisfaction the time I have spent with our wonderful members, and our hard working and
talented staff. I am satisfied that I have helped the board and our wider organisation to deal with
lots of challenges and difficulties, to continuously achieve so much to challenge the stigma our
members experience, and to improve the services they should be able to access. It is however
with great sadness and continuing frustration that I am leaving when the future of any NHSH
funding to SPIRIT is still a great unknown, and that whatever the outcome of the current tender
process we know that it is cash limited to a figure well below that which was regarded as
necessary in 2011!

Jon King
Chair
September 2019


